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Piecewise-linear and birational toggling

David Einstein∗and James Propp†

Department of Mathematical Sciences, UMass Lowell, USA

Abstract. We define piecewise-linear and birational analogues of toggle-involutions, rowmotion, and promotion on
order ideals of a posetP as studied by Striker and Williams. Piecewise-linear rowmotion relates to Stanley’s transfer
map for order polytopes; piecewise-linear promotion relates to Schützenberger promotion for semistandard Young
tableaux. WhenP = [a] × [b], a reciprocal symmetry property recently proved by Grinberg and Roby implies that
birational rowmotion (and consequently piecewise-linearrowmotion) is of ordera + b. We prove some homomesy
results, showing that for certain functionsf , the average off over each rowmotion/promotion orbit is independent of
the orbit chosen.

Résuḿe.Nous définissons et étudions certains analogues linéaires-par-morceaux et birationnels d’involutions toggles,
rowmotion et promotion sur les idéaux d’un posetP , comme étudié par Striker et Williams. La rowmotion linéaire-
par-morceaux est liée à la fonction transfert de Stanley pour les polytopes d’ordre; la promotion linéaire-par-morceaux
se rapporte à la promotion de Schützenberger pour les tableaux semistandards de Young. LorsqueP = [a]× [b], une
propriété de symétrie réciproque récemment prouvéepar Grinberg et Roby implique que la rowmotion birationnelle
(et par conséquent la rowmotion linéaire-par-morceaux)est de l’ordrea + b. Nous démontrons quelques résultats
d’homomesie, montrant que pour certaines fonctionsf , la moyenne def sur chaque orbite de rowmotion/promotion
est indépendante de l’orbite choisie.

Keywords: poset, order ideal, order polytope, rowmotion, promotion,tropicalization

1 Background
We assume readers are familiar with the definition of a finite poset(P,≤), as for instance given in Ch. 3
of Stanley (2011). Much of our work involves the caseP = [a]× [b] = {(i, j) ∈ N×N : 1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤
j ≤ b} with ordering defined by(i, j) ≤ (i′, j′) iff i ≤ i′ andj ≤ j′. We putn = a+ b.

We writex ⋖ y (“x is covered byy”) or equivalentlyy ⋗ x (“y coversx”) whenx < y and noz ∈ P
satisfiesx < z < y. We sayP is rankedif there is a functionr : P → {0, 1, 2, . . .} so that all minimal
elements ofP have rank 0 and such thatx⋖ y impliesr(x) = r(y)− 1.

An rc-embeddingof a posetP is defined by Striker and Williams (2012) as a mapπ : P → Z × Z

such thatx coversy iff π(x) − π(y) is (1, 1) or (−1, 1). This yields a Hasse diagram forP in which all
covering relations are edges of slope±1. In the caseP = [a] × [b], we will adopt the rc-embeddingπ
that sends(i, j) ∈ P to (j − i, i+ j − 2) ∈ Z2. Theranks(or, in the terminology of Striker and Williams
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(2012),rows) are the subsets ofP that consist of allx ∈ P at a given height, or vertical position, relative
to the rc-embedding. We define thefiles(or, in the terminology of Striker and Williams (2012),columns)
as the subsets ofP that consist of allx ∈ P at a given horizontal position relative to the rc-embedding.
For example, letP = [2]× [2], and write(1, 1), (2, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2) asw, x, y, z for short, withw < x < z
andw < y < z. Our rc-embedding hasπ(w) = (0, 0), π(x) = (−1, 1), π(y) = (1, 1), andπ(z) = (0, 2).

w

z

x y

The ranks are{w}, {x, y}, and{z}, and the files are{x}, {w, z}, and{y}. We number the ranks of
[a]× [b] from 0 (bottom) ton− 1 (top), and we number the files of[a]× [b] from 1 (left) ton (right). That
is, forP = [a]× [b], (i, j) ∈ P belongs to the(i + j − 2)nd rank ofP and the(j − i+ a)th(i) file of P .

We callS ⊆ P anorder ideal(or downset) of P whenx ∈ S andy ≤ x imply y ∈ S. We callS ⊆ P
a filter (or upset) of P whenx ∈ S andy ≥ x imply y ∈ S. We callS ⊆ P anantichainwhenx, y ∈ S
andx 6= y imply thatx andy areincomparable(i.e., neitherx ≤ y nory ≤ x). The sets consisting of the
order ideals, filters, and antichains ofP are respectively denoted byJ(P ), F(P ), andA(P ).

There are natural bijectionsα1 : J(P ) → F(P ), α2 : F(P ) → A(P ), andα3 : A(P ) → J(P ) given
by the following recipes:

(1) for I ∈ J(P ), letα1(I) be the complementP \ I;
(2) for F ∈ F(P ), let α2(F ) be the set of minimal elements ofF (i.e., the set ofx ∈ F such that

y < x impliesy 6∈ F ); and
(3) for A ∈ A(P ), let α3(A) be the downward saturation ofA (i.e., the set ofy ∈ P such thaty ≤ x

for somex ∈ A).
The compositionρ := α3 ◦ α2 ◦ α1 : J(P ) → J(P ) is not the identity map; e.g., it sends the full order
idealI = P to the empty order idealI = ∅. (Note that Brouwer and Schrijver (1974) studied the closely
related mapF = α2 ◦ α1 ◦ α3 : A(P ) → A(P ).)

Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass (1995) gave an alternative characterization ofρ. Given x ∈ P and
I ∈ J(P ), let τx(I) (“I toggled atx” in Striker and Williams’ terminology) denote the setI△{x} if this
set is inJ(P ) andI otherwise. Equivalently,τx(I) is I unlessy ∈ I for all y⋖ x andy 6∈ I for all y⋗ x,
in which caseτx(I) is I △ {x}. (We will sometimes say that “togglingx turnsI into τx(I)”.) Clearly
τx is an involution. It is easy to show thatτx andτy commute unlessx ⋖ y or x ⋗ y. If x1, x2, . . . , x|P |

is anylinear extensionof P (that is, a listing of the elements ofP such thatxi < xj in P implies i < j
in N), then the compositionτx1

◦ τx2
◦ · · · ◦ τx|P |

coincides withρ. In the case where the posetP is
ranked, one natural way to linearly extendP is to list the elements in order of increasing rank. Given the
right-to-left order of composition ofτx1

◦ τx2
◦ · · · ◦ τx|P |

, this corresponds to toggling the top rank first,
then the next-to-top rank, and so on, lastly toggling the bottom rank. Whenx andy belong to the same
rank ofP , the toggle operationsτx andτy commute, so even without using the theorem of Cameron and

(i) Note thatj − i+ a ranges from1 to a+ b− 1 = n− 1; this is slightly different from the indexing in Propp and Roby (2013).
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Fon-der-Flaass, we can see that this composite operation onJ(P ) is well-defined. Striker and Williams
(2012) use the term “row” as a synonym for “rank”, and they refer toρ asrowmotion.

In the example above, under the action ofα1, α2, andα3, the order ideal{w, x} ∈ J(P ) gets succes-
sively mapped to{y, z} ∈ F(P ), {y} ∈ A(P ), and{w, y} ∈ J(P ). Under the action ofτz , τy, τx, and
τw, the order ideal{w, x} ∈ J(P ) gets successively mapped to{w, x}, {w, x, y}, {w, y}, and{w, y} (all
in J(P )). In both cases we obtainρ({w, x}) = {w, y}.

Note that ifx andy belong to the same file, the toggle operationsτx andτy commute, since neither of
x, y can cover the other. Thus the composite operation of toggling the elements ofP from left to right is
well-defined; Striker and Williams (2012) call this operation promotion, and show that it is conjugate to
rowmotion in the toggle group (the group generated by the toggle involutions). We denote this map byπ.

2 Piecewise-linear toggling
Given a posetP = {x1, . . . , xp} (with p = |P |) and an rc-embedding ofP , let RP denote the set of
functionsf : P → R; we can represent such anf as aP -array (or array for short) in which the values
of f(x) for all x ∈ P are arranged on the page according to the rc-embedding ofP in the plane. We will
sometimes identifyRP with Rp, associatingf ∈ RP with v = (f(x1), . . . , f(xp)), though this depends
on the chosen ordering of the elements ofP . Let P̂ denote the augmented poset obtained fromP by
adding two extra elementŝ0 and1̂ (which we sometimes denote byx0 andxp+1) satisfying0̂ < x < 1̂ for
all x ∈ P . Theorder polytopeO(P ) ⊂ Rp (see Stanley (1986)) is the set of vectors(f̂(x1), . . . , f̂(xp))

in Rp arising from functionŝf : P̂ → R that satisfyf̂(0̂) = 0 andf̂(1̂) = 1 and areorder-preserving
(x ≤ y in P implies f̂(x) ≤ f̂(y) in R). In some cases it is better to work with the augmented vector
(f̂(x0), f̂(x1), . . . , f̂(xp), f̂(xp+1)) in Rp+2. In either case we have a convex compact polytope.

For example, ifP = [2] × [2] = {w, x, y, z}, thenO(P ) = {v = (v1, v2, v3, v4) ∈ R4 : 0 ≤ v1,
v1 ≤ v2, v1 ≤ v3, v2 ≤ v4, v3 ≤ v4, andv4 ≤ 1}; each suchv can be depicted as theP -array

v4

v2 v3

v1

O(P ) is the convex hull of the vectors(0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 1), and
(1, 1, 1, 1), which are precisely the vectors associated with the filtersof P . It is shown in Stanley (1986)
that for any posetP , the vertices ofO(P ) correspond to the indicator functions of the filters ofP .

Given a convex compact polytopeK in Rp (we are only concerned with the caseK = O(P ) here but
the definition makes sense more generally), we define thepiecewise-linear toggle operationτi (1 ≤ i ≤ p)
as the unique map fromK to itself whose action on the 1-dimensional cross-sectionsof K in the ith
coordinate direction is the linear map that switches the twoendpoints of the cross-section. That is, given
v = (v1, . . . , vp) ∈ K, we define

τi(v) = (v1, . . . , vi−1, L+R− vi, vi+1, . . . , vp), (1)

where the real numbersL andR are respectively the left and right endpoints of the set{t ∈ R :
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(v1, . . . , vi−1, t, vi+1, . . . , vp) ∈ K}, which is a bounded interval becauseK is convex and compact.(ii)

SinceL+R− (L +R− vi) = vi, each toggle operation is an involution.
Similar involutions were studied by Kirillov and Berenstein (1995) in the context of Gelfand-Tsetlin

triangles. Indeed, one can view their action in our piecewise-linear toggling framework, where instead of
looking at the rectangle posets[a] × [b] one looks at the triangle posets with elements{(i, j) : 1 ≤ i ≤
j ≤ N} and covering-relations(i, j − 1) ⋖ (i, j) (for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N ) and(i + 1, j + 1) ⋖ (i, j) (for
1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N − 1). Their “elementary transformations” (Definition 0.1) areour “toggles”.

In the case whereK is the order polytope ofP and a particular elementx ∈ P has been indexed asxi,
we writeτi asτx. TheL andR that appear in (1) are given by

L = max{vj : 0 ≤ j ≤ p+ 1, xj ⋖ xi} (2)

and
R = min{vj : 0 ≤ j ≤ p+ 1, xj ⋗ xi}. (3)

(One also hasL = max{vj : xj < xi} andR = min{vj : xj > xi}, but the formulas (1)–(3) turn out
to be the right ones to use when extending the operationsτi from O(P ) to all of Rp, as well as the right
ones to use when lifting toggling to the birational setting as described in the next section.) It is easy to
show thatτx andτy commute unlessx ⋖ y or x ⋗ y. These piecewise-linear toggle operationsτx are
analogous to the combinatorial toggle operationsτx (and indeed the former generalize the latter in a sense
to be made precise below), so it is natural to define piecewise-linear rowmotionρP : O(P ) → O(P )
as the composite operation accomplished by toggling from top to bottom (much as ordinary rowmotion
ρ : J(P ) → J(P ) can be defined as the composite operation obtained by toggling from top to bottom).
Likewise we can define piecewise-linear promotionπP : O(P ) → O(P ) as the composite operation
accomplished by toggling from left to right.

Continuing the exampleP = [2]×[2] = {w, x, y, z} from section 1, letv = (.1, .2, .3, .4) ∈ O(P ). Un-
der the action ofτz, τy, τx, andτw, the vectorv gets successively mapped to(.1, .2, .3, .9), (.1, .2, .7, .9),
(.1, .8, .7, .9), and(.6, .8, .7, .9) = ρP(v), while under the action ofτx, τw, τz, andτy, the vectorv gets
successively mapped to(.1, .3, .3, .4), (.2, .3, .3, .4), (.2, .3, .3, .9), and(.2, .3, .8, .9) = πP(v).

If f is the indicator function of the filterP \ I, thenρP(v) (resp.πP(v)) is the indicator function of the
filter P \ ρ(I) (resp.P \ π(I)); in this wayρP andπP generalizeρ andπ.

In the full version of the article (Einstein and Propp (2014)), we extendρP andπP to all of Rp, not
justO(P ). We also study a variant of these extended operations in which one takes(f̂(0̂), f̂(1̂)) = (0, 0)
instead of(0, 1); although there is no longer an order polytope in the picture, these “homogeneous” actions
are easier to understand, and capture most of the behavior ofthe general inhomogeneous case.

One can show that the action of the Schützenberger promotion operator (which we denote byπS) on
the set of semistandard Young tableaux of rectangular shapewith A rows andB columns having entries
between 1 andn is naturally conjugate to the action of the piecewise-linear promotion operatorπP on the
rational points in the order polytope ofP = [A]× [n−A] with denominator dividingB. (We are grateful
to Alex Postnikov and Darij Grinberg for explaining this to us. For the original definition of promotion,
see Schützenberger (1972); for more modern treatments, see Stanley (2009) and van Leeuwen (1996).)
For example, takeA = 2, B = 3, andn = 5, and consider the semistandard Young tableau

1 2 2
3 5 5

(ii) Note thatL andR depend onv1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vp, though our notation suppresses this dependence.
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We represent the tableauT as a Gelfand-Tsetlin triangle whoseith row (1 ≤ i ≤ n) lists, in decreasing
order (with 0’s appended or deleted from the end as needed), the number of parts less than or equal to
n− i+ 1 in the successive rows of the tableau:

3 3 0 0 0
3 1 0 0

3 1 0
3 0

1

This tableau splits into three parts: a triangle ofB’s (overlined, with top row of lengthA), a triangle of
0’s (underlined, with top row of lengthn−A), and an(n−A)-by-(A) rectangle. If we flip this rectangle
across the linex+ y = 0, so that the top corner becomes the left corner and vice versa, we get aP -array
with entries between 0 andB:

3
1 3

1 1
0

If we divide each entry byB, we get a pointv(T ) in O(P ) from which one can recoverT by reversing
all the above steps. One can show thatv(πS(T )) = πP(v(T )). Indeed, the file-toggle operations (in
which one performs piecewise-linear toggling at allx ∈ P belonging to theith file of [n−A]× [A], with
1 ≤ i ≤ n; see 6) can be shown to correspond respectively to then Bender-Knuth involutions on the
Young tableau, whose composition givesπS .

The vertices ofO(P ) correspond to the 0,1-valued functionsf on P with the property thatx ≤ y
in P impliesf(x) ≤ f(y) in {0, 1}; these are precisely the indicator functions of filters. Filters are in
bijection with order ideals by way of the complementation map, so the vertices ofO(P ) are in bijection
with the elements of the latticeJ(P ). Each toggle operation acts as a permutation on the verticesof
O(P ). Indeed, if we think of each vertex ofO(P ) as determining a cut of the posetP into an upset (filter)
Sup and a complementary downset (order ideal)Sdown (the pre-image of 1 and 0, respectively, under the
order-preserving map fromP to {0, 1}), then the effect of the toggle operationτx (x ∈ P ) is just to move
x from Sup to Sdown (if x is in Sup) or fromSdown to Sup (if x is in Sdown) unless this would violate the
property thatSup must remain an upset andSdown must remain a downset. In particular, we can see that
when our pointv ∈ O(P ) is a vertex associated with the cut(Sup, Sdown), the effect ofτx onSdown is
just toggling the order idealSdown at the elementx ∈ P .

Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass (1995) showed that rowmotion acting onJ([a] × [b]) is of ordera + b.
(Subsequently Striker and Williams (2012) gave a simpler proof, by showing that promotion is of order
a+ b and that rowmotion is conjugate to promotion.) The same is true of piecewise-linear rowmotion and
promotion acting onO([a]× [b]):

Theorem 1 For P = [a]× [b], the mapsρP andπP are of ordera+ b.

It seems plausible that one might be able to deduce the order of ρP andπP from the order ofρ andπ,
but we have not been able to find such an argument.(iii) Instead, our proof of Theorem 1 detours through
the notions of birational promotion and rowmotion.

(iii) The Coxeter hyperplane arrangement of typeA divides the order polytope into simplices, and on each simplex the mapsρP and
πP are not just piecewise-linear but actually linear (by whichwe really mean “affine”), and one might hope to base a proof of
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3 Birational toggling
The definition of the piecewise-linear toggling operation via formulas (1)–(3) involves only addition,
subtraction, min, and max. Consequently one can define birational transformations on(R+)P with formal
resemblance to the toggle operations onO(P ). This transfer makes use of a dictionary in which 0,
addition, subtraction, max, and min are respectively replaced by 1, multiplication, division, addition, and
parallel addition (defined below), resulting in a subtraction-free rational expression.(iv) Parallel addition
can be expressed in terms of the other operations, but takinga symmetrical view of the two forms of
addition turns out to be fruitful. Indeed, in setting up the correspondence we have a choice to make: by
“series-parallel duality”, one could equally well use a dictionary that switches the roles of addition and
parallel addition. We hope the choice that we have made here will prove to be convenient.

For x, y satisfyingx + y 6= 0, we define the parallel sum ofx andy asx ‖ y = xy/(x + y). In the
case wherex, y andx + y are all nonzero,xy/(x + y) is equal to1/( 1

x
+ 1

y
), which clarifies the choice

of notation and terminology: if two electrical resistors ofresistancex andy are connected in parallel, the
compound circuit has an effective resistance ofx ‖ y. If x andy are inR+, thenx + y andx ‖ y are in
R+ as well. Also,‖ is commutative and associative, so that a compound parallelsumx ‖ y ‖ z ‖ · · · is
well-defined; it equals the productxyz · · · divided by the sum of all products that omit exactly one of the
variables, and in the case wherex, y, z, . . . are all positive, it can also be written as1/( 1

x
+ 1

y
+ 1

z
+ · · · ).

Given a non-empty setS = {s1, s2, . . . }, let
∑+

S denotes1+ s2+ · · · and
∑‖

S denotes1 ‖ s2 ‖ · · · .
Then forv = (v0, v1, . . . , vp, vp+1) ∈ (R+)p+2 with v0 = vp+1 = 1 and for1 ≤ i ≤ p we define

τi(v) = (v0, v1, . . . , vi−1, LR/vi, vi+1, . . . , vp, vp+1), (4)

with
L =

∑+

{vj : 0 ≤ j ≤ p+ 1, xj ⋖ xi} (5)

and

R =
∑‖

{vj : 0 ≤ j ≤ p+ 1, xj ⋗ xi}. (6)

We call the mapsτi : (R+)P → (R+)P given by (4)–(6)birational toggle operations, as opposed to the
piecewise-linear toggle operations treated in the previous section.(v) As the0th andp+1st coordinates of
v are not affected by any of the toggle operations, we can just omit those coordinates, reducing our toggle
operations to actions on(R+)p. SinceLR/(LR/vi) = vi, each birational toggle operation is an involu-
tion on the orthant(R+)p. As in the preceding section, we identify(R+)p with (R+)P . The birational
toggle operations are analogous to the piecewise-linear toggle operations (in a sense to be made precise
below), so it is natural to definebirational rowmotionρB : (R+)P → (R+)P as the composite operation
accomplished by toggling from top to bottom, and to definebirational promotionπB : (R+)P → (R+)P

as the composite operation accomplished by toggling from left to right.
Continuing our running exampleP = [2]× [2] = {w, x, y, z}, letv = (1, 2, 3, 4) ∈ R

P , corresponding
to the positive functionf that mapsw, x, y, z to 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, withf(0̂) = f(1̂) = 1. Under

Theorem 1 on this; unfortunately, the images of these simplices underρP andπP are not themselves simplices in this dissection,
so the most simple sort of proof one might imagine does not work.

(iv) The authors are indebted to Arkady Berenstein for pointing out the details of this transfer of structure from the piecewise-linear
setting to the birational setting.

(v) In principle we should use a different symbol thanτi, but in practice it should always be clear whether we are referring to
piecewise-linear operations or birational operations.
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the action ofτz , τy, τx, and τw, the vectorv = (1, 2, 3, 4) gets successively mapped to(1, 2, 3, 5
4
),

(1, 2, 5
12
, 5
4
), (1, 5

8
, 5
12
, 5
4
), and(1

4
, 5
8
, 5
12
, 5
4
) = ρB(v).

For simplicity, we have definedπB as a map from(R+)P to itself. However,πB can be extended to a
map from a dense open subset ofRP to itself, and indeed, from a dense open subsetU of CP to itself.
All expressions we consider are well-defined on the open orthant(R+)P , and all the theorems we prove
amount to identities that are valid when all variables lie inthis orthant; this implies that the identities hold
outside of some singular variety inCP . Identifying the singular subvariety on whichπB (or one of its
powers) is undefined seems like an interesting question, butit is one that we leave to others. Alternatively,
Tom Roby has pointed out that one can replaceR+ by a ring of rational functions in formal indeterminates
indexed by the elements ofP , thereby avoiding the singularity issue (once one checks that the rational
functions in question can be expressed as ratios of polynomials with positive coefficients).

Piecewise-linear rowmotion and promotion can be viewed as tropicalizations of birational rowmotion
and promotion. To the extent that facts about birational toggling can be formulated as (complicated but
finite) identities in subtraction-free arithmetic, the dictionary alluded to at the start of section 3 allows one
to carry the identities to the “max, min, plus” setting.(vi) For instance, when in a later section we prove that
ρnB andπn

B act trivially on(R+)P (with P = [a]×[b] andn = a+b), it will follow immediately thatρnP and
πn
P act trivially onRP . (Here we gloss over the role that0̂ and1̂ play. Our treatment of birational toggling

assumeŝf(0̂) = f̂(1̂) = 1 but our treatment of piecewise-linear toggling assumesf̂(0̂) = 0 6= 1 = f̂(1̂).
The full version of the paper addresses this issue with an appropriate dehomogenization lemma.)

4 Birational rowmotion and Stanley’s transfer map
Although most of our work with rowmotion treats it as a composition of |P | toggles (from the top to the
bottom ofP ), we noted in section 1 thatρ can also be defined as a composition of three operationsα1,
α2, α3.(vii) This alternative definition can be lifted to the piecewise-linear and birational settings.

For the piecewise-linear setting, we first recall the definition of thechain polytopeC(P ) of a posetP as
defined by Stanley (1986). Achainin a posetP is a totally ordered subset ofP , and amaximal chainin a
posetP is a chain that is not a proper subset of any other chain. If theposetP is ranked, with all maximal
elements having the same rank, then the maximal chains inP are precisely those chains that contain an
element of every rank. Thechain polytopeof a posetP is the set of maps fromP to [0, 1] such that for
every chainC in P (or, equivalently, for every maximal chainC in P ),

∑

x∈C

f(x) ≤ 1. (7)

Just as the vertices of the order polytope ofP correspond to the indicator functions of the filters ofP , the
vertices of the chain polytope ofP correspond(viii) to the indicator functions of the antichains ofP .

Stanley defines thetransfer mapΦ : O(P ) → RP via the formula

(Φf)(x) = min{f(x)− f(y) : y ∈ P̂ , x⋗ y} (8)

(vi) We are indebted to Colin McQuillan and Will Sawin for clarifying this point; see MathOverflow (2013).
(vii) Indeed this was the way in which Brouwer and Schrijver originally defined their operationF , in the context of the Boolean

lattices[2]× [2]× · · · × [2].
(viii) One direction of this claim is easy: since every antichain intersects every chain ofP in at most one element ofP , the indicator

function of an antichain must correspond to a point inC(P ). For the other direction, see Theorem 2.2 of Stanley (1986).
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for all x ∈ P (recall that we havef(0̂) = 0). Stanley proves thatΦ is a bijection betweenO(P ) andC(P )
that carries the vertices of the former to the vertices of thelatter. The inverse ofΦ is given by(ix)

(Ψg)(x) = max{g(y1) + g(y2) + · · ·+ g(yk) : 0̂⋖ y1 ⋖ y2 ⋖ · · ·⋖ yk = x}. (9)

Let Õ(P ) be the set of order-reversing maps fromP to [0, 1]. We now define bijectionsα1 : Õ(P ) →
O(P ), α2 : O(P ) → C(P ), andα3 : C(P ) → Õ(P ) given by the following recipes:

(1) for f ∈ Õ(P ), letα1(f) be defined by

(α1(f))(x) = 1− f(x);

(2) for f ∈ O(P ), letα2(f) be defined by

(α2f)(x) = min{f(x)− f(y) : y ∈ P̂ , x⋗ y};

and
(3) for f ∈ C(P ), letα3(f) be defined by

(α3f)(x) = max{f(y1) + f(y2) + · · ·+ f(yk) : x = y1 ⋖ y2 ⋖ · · ·⋖ yk ⋖ 1̂}. (10)

Note thatα2 is Φ and thatα3 is Ψ (akaΦ−1) “turned upside down”. It is not hard to check that (10) can
be replaced by the recursive definition

(α3f)(x) = f(x) + max{(α3f)(y) : y ∈ P̂ , y ⋗ x} (11)

which turns out to be the form most suitable for lifting to thebirational setting.

Theorem 2 ρP = α1 ◦ α3 ◦ α2.

(Note thatα1 ◦ ρP ◦ α1 = α3 ◦ α2 ◦ α1, as in the original definition ofρ.)
Similarly, in the birational setting put

(α1f)(x) = 1/f(x), (12)

(α2f)(x) =
∑‖

{f(x)/f(y) : y ∈ x−}, and (13)

(α3f)(x) = f(x)
∑+

{(α3f)(y) : y ∈ x+}, (14)

wherex+ denotes{y ∈ P̂ : y ⋗ x} andx− denotes{y ∈ P̂ : x ⋗ y}. (Note that definition (14), like
definition (11), is recursive.)

Theorem 3 ρB = α1 ◦ α3 ◦ α2.

Of course theα’s in Theorem 3 are not theα’s in Theorem 2 but their birational counterparts.
In the full paper, we derive Theorem 2 from Theorem 3 by tropicalization and dehomogenization.

(ix) This is not precisely the definition ofΨ that Stanley gives, but the two definitions are easily seen tobe equivalent.
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5 Recombination and Reciprocal Symmetry
As was noted by Striker and Williams (2012), there is an intimate relationship between rowmotion and
promotion in rc-embedded posets: the two maps have the same orbit structure because they are conjugate
as elements of the toggle group. This relationship becomes even clearer in the piecewise-linear and
birational settings. LetP = [2]× [2]. Here is theρB-orbit of (1, 2, 3, 4):

( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )

( 1/4 , 5/8 , 5/12 , 5/4 )

( 4/5 , 1/3 , 1/2 , 5/6 )

( 6/5 , 12/5 , 8/5 , 1 )

Here is theπB-orbit of (1, 2, 5/12, 5/4):

( 1 , 2 , 5/12 , 5/4 )

( 1/4 , 5/8 , 1/2 , 5/6 )

( 4/5 , 1/3 , 8/5 , 1 )

( 6/5 , 12/5 , 3 , 4 )

Note that the same numbers appear as entries in both orbits, with the same multiplicity. More specifically,
givenP = [a] × [b], define therecombination mapD as the map from the set ofP -arrays to itself such
that for everyP -arrayf , the(i, j) entry inD(f) is the(i, j) entry inρi−1

B (f).

Theorem 4 (the “recombination lemma”):D ◦ πB = ρB ◦D.

It follows from Theorem 4 thatD is invertible and thatπB andρB have the same orbit-structure.
A seemingly much deeper fact is the following consequence ofthe work of Grinberg and Roby (2014)

(Theorem 10.6 in particular).

Theorem 5 (reciprocal symmetry):The(a− i + 1, b− j + 1) entry inρa+b+1−i−j
B (f) is the reciprocal

of the(i, j) entry inf .

Applying this theorem twice yields the conclusion that forn = (a+ b+1− i− j)+ (a+ b+1− (a−
i+1)− (b− j +1)) = a+ b, the(i, j) entry inρnB is the reciprocal of the reciprocal of the(i, j) entry in
f . This implies thatρnB is the identity map (and recombination then assures us that thatπn

B is the identity
map as well). The fact thatρn acts trivially onJ([a]× [b]) was first proved by Fon-Der-Flaass (1993).

These facts have implications in the piecewise-linear setting. The recombination property says that the
(i, j) entry inD(f) is the(i, j) entry inρi−1

B (f), and reciprocal symmetry says that the(a−i+1, b−j+1)

entry inρa+b+1−i−j
P (f) is 1 minus the(i, j) entry inf . We also may conclude thatρnP andπn

P are the
identity map. The last of these conclusions, in combinationwith our remarks in section 2 linking certian
P -arrays with semistandard Young tableaux, gives us a new proof of the standard fact that Schützenberger
promotion on standard tableaux of fixed rectangular shape with entries bounded byn has ordern.

We stress that recombination is not specific to[a]× [b], but applies to any rc-embedded poset, even in
cases where rowmotion is not of finite order. The recombination lemma is heavily based on Theorem 5.4
in Striker and Williams (2012) (construction of an equivariant bijection).
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6 File-toggling and promotion
Here we restrict toP of the form[a]× [b], with n = a+ b. The birational toggle operationsτi, combined
in unconstrained fashion, generate a group that is infinite whena > 1 or b > 1 (we prove this in detail
in the full article for the casea = b = 2), and its structure is likely to be quite complicated, but some of
the subgroups admit homomorphisms to the symmetric groupSn, and they can be useful for understand-
ing rowmotion and promotion. One such subgroup, generated by n − 1 involutions associated with the
respective ranks ofP , was discovered by Grinberg and Roby (2014). Here we study a different subgroup,
generated byn− 1 involutions associated with the respective files ofP .

Recall that[a] × [b] can be partitioned into files numbered 1 throughn − 1 from left to right. Given
f : P̂ → R+ with f(0̂) = f(1̂) = 1, let pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) be the product of the numbersf(x) with x
belonging to theith file of P , let p0 = pn = 1, and for1 ≤ i ≤ n let qi = pi/pi−1. Call q1, . . . , qn the
quotient sequenceassociated withf , and denote it byQ(f). This is analogous to the difference sequence
introduced in Propp and Roby (2013). Note that the productq1 · · · qn telescopes topn/p0 = 1. For i
between 1 andn − 1, let τ∗i be the product of the commuting involutionsτx for all x belonging to the
ith file. Lastly, given a sequence ofn numbersw = (w1, . . . , wn), and given1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, define
σi(w) = (w1, . . . , wi−1, wi+1, wi, wi+2, . . . , wn); that is,σi switches theith andi+ 1st entries ofw.

Lemma 6 For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and for allf ,

Q(τ∗i f) = σiQ(f).

That is, toggling theith file off swaps theith andi+ 1st entries of the quotient sequence off .

Recalling thatπB is the compositionτ∗n−1 ◦ · · · ◦ τ
∗
1 , we have:

Corollary 7 Q(πBf) is the leftward cyclic shift ofQ(f).

7 Homomesy
Given a setX , an operationT : X → X whosenth power is the identity map onX , and a functionF
fromX to a fieldK of characteristic 0, we say thatF is homomesicrelative to (or under the action of)T ,
or that the triple(X,T, F ) exhibitshomomesy, if for all x ∈ X the average

1

n

n−1∑

k=0

F (T k(x))

equals somec independent ofx. We also say in this situation that the functionF (which we will sometimes
call a functionalon X) is c-mesicrelative to the mapT . The article by Propp and Roby (2013) gives
examples of combinatorial situations in which homomesy holds. See also Bloom et al. (2013).

Theorem 5 yields as a corollary that((R+)P , ρB, F ) is 0-mesic, whereF (f) = log(f(i, j)f(a+ 1 −
i, b+1− j)) (factors cancel in pairs). Applying recombination, we see that the same is true if rowmotion
is replaced by promotion. In both cases, tropicalizing yields homomesy forF (f) = f(i, j) + f(a+ 1−
i, b+ 1− j) under piecewise-linear rowmotion and promotion.

A different sort of homomesy comes from the files of[a] × [b]. Using Corollary 7, one can show that
for eachi between 1 andn − 1, if one definesFi(f) as the logarithm of the product of the values of
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f(x) asx ranges over theith file of [a] × [b], then((R+)P , ρB, Fi) is 0-mesic. This can be carried to
the piecewise-linear setting as well. Restricting to the vertices ofO(P ), one obtains the main homomesy
theorem of Propp and Roby (2013).

We can see both forms of homomesy on display in the rowmotion orbit shown at the start of section 5.
For instance, the middle file of the poset consists of the elementsw andz, associated with the entriesv1
andv4 of each vectorv. DefiningF (f) aslog f(w)f(z), we see that over the orbit the functionF takes
on the valueslog 4, log 5/16, log 2/3, andlog 6/5, which sum to 0.

Theorem 8 GivenP = [a]× [b], with n = a+ b, define functionalsFi,j (1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b) andFk

(1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1) by
Fi,j(f) = f(i, j) + f(a+ 1− i, b+ 1− j)),

Fk(f) =
∑

j−i=k−a

f(i, j).

These functionals are all homomesic under the action ofρP andπP .

Theorem 9 GivenP = [a]× [b], with n = a+ b, define functionalsFi,j (1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b) andFk

(1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1) by
Fi,j(f) = log(f(i, j)f(a+ 1− i, b+ 1− j)),

Fk(f) = log(
∏

j−i=k−a

f(i, j)).

These functionals are all homomesic under the action ofρB andπB.

The recombination lemma easily implies that a functionalF is homomesic under rowmotion if and only
if it is homomesic under promotion. Also, any linear combination of homomesic functions is homomesic.

In the full version of the article, a kind of converse of Theorem 8 will be proved:

Theorem 10 GivenP = [a] × [b], with p = ab, let F be some function in the span of thep evaluation
functionsf 7→ f(i, j) (with 1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b), such thatF is homomesic under the action ofρP (or
equivalently under the action ofπP ); thenF must be a linear combination of the functionalFi,j andFk

defined in Theorem 8.

LetV be the vector space spanned by the functionalsFi,j andFk. It should be noted that the functionals
Fi,j andFk have linear dependencies, so although they spanV , they are not a basis ofV .

Although we have restricted ourselves to(R+)P for simplicity, to the extent that our main results are
complicated but finite subtraction-free identities, results like these homomesy theorems, or the fact that
rowmotion and promotion are of ordern, apply throughout the complement of some proper subvarietyof
CP (though we need to uselog |z| in place oflog z). Also note that our birational maps are homogeneous,
so projective counterparts of rowmotion and promotion can be defined and are likely to be helpful.
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